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Good Afternoon, 


This agreement is to verify that Bolder Athletic Wear will be making a pre-pay team 
skirt called-


[Team Name]


-The fabric is [Visual description of fabric].

-We will be making [list names of skirt types]

-The skirts will have [details abt waistband, shorts colors, print/solid pockets, 
and add-ons]

-They will be made using [ Cutting Diagram A (1.0) or Cutting Diagram B (2.1) ] 
patterns.


Sizes and prices are as follows:


You will have 2 weeks from the date the team goes online for your orders to be in. This 

includes Individual Custom Orders if they want to receive their skirt at the same time as 
the team.

All Team Skirts are non-returnable, non-refundable. 

It is the leader’s responsibility to give Bolder Athletic Wear a list with the names that will 
be used to order.

All names on the Team Leader’s list must match the names that the Team Members 
place an order with OR the order has to have a note with the name on the list 
(additional instructions/note on box 1st page of cart) . 

IF someone tries to order a size/style that they’re not on the leader’s list for, it will be 
refunded and the order cancelled without notification to the person ordering.

It is also up to the Team Leader to keep Bolder Athletic Wear updated in a timely 
manner to any changes on the list. Bolder Athletic Wear recommends teams have a 
Co-leader to help the Leader keep up with the changes that may occur. 


EXAMPLE - PRICE

Size XXXS XXS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL TOTAL

# - - - - - - - - - 0
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Bolder Athletic Wear agrees not to use this fabric for another team for 6 Months from 
the time the skirt goes into production.

As of the date listed at the top of this agreement, there will be no more changes to 
the order. Any changes, after the skirts go through production, will be made through 
the leader.


Thank you.


Please respond “I Agree” if you agree to the terms listed above.



